THURSDAY FEBRUARY 25, 2016
DEVELOPING AN NSF CAREER PROPOSAL

What is the NSF CAREER Program?
The Faculty Career Development (CAREER) Program is a Foundation-wide activity that offers the NSF’s most prestigious awards in support of junior faculty who exemplify the role of teacher-scholars through outstanding research, excellent education and the integration of education and research within the context of the mission of their organizations. Such activities should build a firm foundation for a lifetime of leadership integrating education and research.

Are you Eligible?
By the Foundation’s deadline for submission of CAREER proposals, proposers must meet all the following eligibility requirements:

- Hold a doctoral degree in a field supported by NSF;
- Be untenured until October 1 following the deadline;
- Have not previously received a CAREER award; and
- By October 1st following the deadline be employed in a tenure-track (or tenure-track-equivalent) position as an assistant professor (or equivalent title) at an accredited institution located in the U.S., its territories, or possessions, or the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, that awards degrees in a field supported by NSF.


TIME: 3:00 – 5:00 P.M.
———
LOCATION: Energy Innovation Center (EIC) – Encana Auditorium
———
HEAR FROM PAST NSF CAREER AWARDEES
———
TIPS FOR WRITING A SUCCESSFUL PROPOSAL
———
UW RESOURCES THAT ARE AVAILABLE TO YOU

PLEASE CONTACT THE RESEARCH OFFICE
If you plan to attend at 766-2047 or Email: fgraf@uwyo.edu

Sponsored by:
The Office of the Vice President for Research & Economic Development